The Inductions Participation Award, aka the Green Fish Pin, is a Nentego Lodge award that recognizes members active in the Lodge through Inductions.

To earn the Green Fish Pin, fully complete both of the two sections. You may take more than one year to earn this award. Once you have completed a requirement, have the Vice Chief of Inductions (VCI) or Chapter Chief (CC) initial and date that requirement as appropriate. Note that some requirements have two lines for signatures, one for each Lodge weekend. Turn completed forms into the Lodge Secretary.

1. Attend the banquet so that you can receive the award *(Required for all members)*.

**Section 1** – Complete one of the following

1. Complete either 1 or 2:
   1. Serve as a Lodge ceremonialist for an Ordeal, Brotherhood, or Vigil Ceremony at two (2) Lodge weekends *(Youth Only)*
   OR
   2. Serve as an Elangomat or Nimat at two (2) Lodge weekends *(Youth and Adults)*

   **VCI Initials:**
   **Date:**

   **VCI Initials:**
   **Date:**

**Section 2** - Complete ONE (1) of the Following:

1. Serve as a member of the Vigil Honor Committee *(ask the Honors Chairman beforehand)*.
   **VCI Initials:**
   **Date:**

2. Contact ten (10) elected candidates from your Chapter and encourage them to complete their Ordeal at the first available weekend.
   **CC Initials:**
   **Date:**

3. Contact five (5) Ordeal members from your Chapter who are eligible for Brotherhood and encourage them to complete their Brotherhood at the next available weekend.
   **CC Initials:**
   **Date:**

4. Recruit one person to the Ceremonies team to participate for one weekend.
   **VCI Initials:**
   **Date:**